INTRODUCTION
============

The complexity of the human nervous system represents a daunting challenge for researchers to attain a mechanistic understanding of the underlying cellular and molecular features responsible for disease onset and progression. The availability of a variety of invertebrate animal model systems is an essential component in the fight to combat movement disorders such as dystonia. No one model is ideal for every purpose and taking advantage of the specific attributes of different systems represents a prudent strategy to accelerate discovery. Here we outline the varied advantages and disadvantages of using different invertebrate models to inform and advance our understanding of dystonia.

Dystonia is an "umbrella" term used to define a series of clinically related disorders that can be categorized into subclasses, the primary and secondary dystonias. In both cases, involuntary muscle contractions force different parts of the body into abnormal movements and/or, often painful, postures \[[@R1]\]. Dystonic symptoms associated with secondary dystonias frequently coincide with other disease states such as Huntington\'s disease and juvenile Parkinson\'s disease. Additionally, medications (neuroleptics and calcium channel blockers) and toxins (carbon monoxide and wasp sting) can cause this form of dystonia. Conversely, primary dystonias have a hereditary component. In this regard, at least 20 genes are associated with monogenic dystonias, and most of these are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner with reduced penetrance. The gene products associated with nine different forms of dystonia have been identified. These gene products are torsinA (DYT1), TAF1 (DYT3), GTP-cyclohydrolase 1 (DYT5a), tyrosine hydroxylase (DYT5b), THAP1 (DYT6), myofibrillogenesis regulator 1 (DYT8), ε-sarcoglycan (DYT11), Na+/K+ ATPase a3 subunit (DYT12), PRKRA (DYT16), and SLC2A1 (DYT18) \[[@R2]\]. These findings provide the opportunity to develop animal models for *in vivo* evaluation of the encoded proteins, as well as identification of genetic and/or physical interactions. Nevertheless, this can be a daunting task, since screening for susceptibility factors, as well as the examination of cellular pathways, is labor intensive.

Mammalian models are invaluable tools for examining the DYT gene products, especially considering the wide range of clinical features associated with dystonia, such as muscle contraction, tremors, and/or myoclonus \[[@R3]-[@R5]\], that may illustrate under-explored aspects of neuronal misregulation. Nevertheless, these models may not recapitulate all pathological impairments of dystonia and are expensive. In this regard, despite their lack of evolutionary complexity, invertebrate model organisms, such as *Drosophila melanogaster* and *Caenorhabditis elegans*have been utilized in first pass screens for examining cellular mechanisms, as well as identifying genes and drugs that might be therapeutically relevant to molecular processes underlying dystonia. These simple invertebrates share many conserved molecular pathways and cellular mechanisms with mammals, including homologs of DYT1, DYT5, and DYT12 (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). They also offer economical, yet strategic experimental paradigms that provide rapid analyses of pathological cellular mechanisms associated with dystonia.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF INVERTEBRATE MODELS
===============================================

A. Caenorhabditis Elegans
-------------------------

The application of a limbless, microscopic soil nematode might not be the most overtly useful model for the investigation of human movement disorders. Yet, the distinct characteristics of the simple roundworm, *C. elegans*, have brought it to the forefront of biomedical research*. C. elegans* brings over 40 years of history to bear in terms of genetic mutants, anatomical information, and experimental methodology and is widely considered the best understood animal on Earth. Consisting of an invariable number of only 959 somatic cells, *C. elegans*affords unprecedented accuracy in the quantitation of cell and developmental deficits linked to genetic mutation. Concerted efforts by ambitious worm researchers throughout the 1970s and 80s led to both complete cell lineage and neuronal connectivity maps of this organism \[[@R6]-[@R8]\].

The nervous system of *C. elegans*consists of precisely 302 neurons, with all major classes of neurotransmitters represented within its defined neuronal subtypes \[[@R9]\]. The transparent anatomy of this nematode enables use of the jellyfish Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) and its color variants to illuminate processes and cell bodies of distinct neuronal classes (i.e., the 26 GABAergic neurons of the animal or the 8 dopaminergic neurons in the hermaphrodite), as well as subcellular structures such as synaptic vesicles \[[@R10]\]. Aberrant neuronal function or degeneration can be linked to simple behavioral readouts in many cases. These range from subtle loss of mechanosensory deficits associated with dopamine (DA) neuron loss to complete paralysis induced by excess cholinergic stimulation.

In 1998, *C. elegans* was also the first animal to have its genome sequence completed \[[@R11]\]. With over 50% of worm genes sharing a counterpart in mammals, correlates in mutant or transgenic nematode lines can reveal and, potentially, more rapidly unravel functional relationships underlying molecular mechanisms of disease. The capacity to cost-effectively and rapidly generate transgenic nematodes in a matter of days facilitates rapid evaluation of functional modifiers of neuronal activity and dysfunction. An efficient mechanism for cloning genes of interest into expression vectors is *via*Gateway recombinational cloning (Invitrogen). In this regard, a single entry vector containing the gene of interest can be cloned into multiple expression vectors. Gateway vectors for most worm open reading frames have been generated by the *C. elegans* research community and are commercially available (Thermo) \[[@R12]\]. Following creation of expression vectors, the production of multiple isogenic lines of transgenic nematodes can be typically accomplished within 6-8 weeks. Considering that *C. elegans* reproduce readily (200-300 offspring in 3 days), the availability of multiple and distinct transgenic lines (i.e., with different expression levels) allows for an unequivocal level of confidence when analyzing gene activity. Thus, experiments can be designed and conducted with hundreds of animals for each data point or condition. Further, a multitude of distinct experimental paradigms can be examined with high statistical power.

Analysis of diverse pharmacological agents using *C. elegans* is an active area of research. For example, given the unmet need in understanding environmental contributors to diseases,*C. elegans* has been utilized in environmental toxicology studies for the evaluation of exposure to many substances, including uranium, methylmercury, cadmium, and ionic liquids \[[@R13]-[@R17]\]. *C. elegans* research has also been utilized as a first step in drug discovery screening. Examples of this include a drug-repurposing screen whereby anticonvulsants have been found to extend life span \[[@R18]\]. Other drug studies have revealed neuroprotective properties following exposure to acetaminophen \[[@R19]\]. Further, specific polyphenols extend lifespan \[[@R20],[@R21]\] and a new calcium channel antagonist has been identified \[[@R22]\].

*C. elegans*has long been utilized as an outstanding genetic system for the identification of suppressors and enhancers of phenotypes by traditional mutagenesis and screening. Among the more recent additions to the arsenal of methods available to worm researchers is the ability to conduct large or genomic scale screens for gene function by RNA interference (RNAi) \[[@R23]\]. This technique involves the epigenetic inactivation of specific gene products by introduction of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) targeting discrete segments of gene sequence that subsequently triggers degradation of the corresponding endogenous mRNA transcript. Worms eat bacteria as their primary food source. *C. elegans* can therefore be fed transformed strains of *E. coli* that contain plasmid vectors designed to express individual dsRNAs targeting specific genes. Animals fed dsRNA-producing bacteria will exhibit phenotypes associated with gene knockdown either later in development or after the subsequent generation of fertilized eggs hatch from RNAi-treated hermaphrodite parents \[[@R24]\]. As libraries of bacteria capable of targeting nearly all the 20,000 genes comprising the worm genome are available at nominal cost, the efficiency by which this method is performed represents a significant advantage over other model systems and has established a new paradigm for large-scale reverse genetics analysis.

Despite these numerous positive attributes, *C. elegans* is sometimes a less ideal choice as an animal model for several reasons. While they are indeed simple animals, worms are not cells. Thus, biochemical approaches commonly taken to quantitate protein or neurotransmitter levels in neuronal cultures or transfected cell lines are more challenging due to the need to separate out cell types from an intact multicellular organism. *C. elegans*is indeed anatomically small (1 mm as a complete adult) and this can also preclude the ability to discern intracellular localization of proteins without the expertise and time required for electron microscopy. Likewise, the thick cuticle surrounding the worm body presents an impediment to achieving consistent immunostaining. The simple nervous system of the worm obviously does not lend itself to more complex behaviors. Nonetheless, this has not ruled out the ability of *C. elegans* researchers to investigate neuronal networks and responses linked to learning paradigms \[[@R25]-[@R27]\]. Furthermore, pharmacological modulators of neuronal transmission have been applied to identify genes and pathways associated with neurodevelopment and neurotransmitter function and that are conserved with mammalian systems \[[@R9]\].

B. Drosophila
-------------

The fruit fly, *Drosophila melanogaster*, has been in constant use as a genetic model organism for over a century. Many of the same features that attracted early geneticists to this organism are no less attractive in the age of medical genomics research. The organism is small and can be easily and inexpensively maintained in very large numbers in the laboratory. It develops from embryo to reproductively mature adult in less than two weeks and, depending upon culture conditions, can live up to 60-80 days. A century of close scrutiny and genetic manipulation have resulted in a robust and exquisitely sensitive collection of genetic tools, including point mutations and gene disruptions in almost all known genes in the *Drosophila*genome and a highly efficient and powerful transgenesis system, based upon the endogenous *Drosophila*transposon, the P element. Transgenesis methods now include utilization of site-specific recombinases to insert sequences of interest in defined locations, and replacement gene targeting, though not as heavily utilized as gene knock-outs and knock-ins that are now common in mouse models, is increasingly efficient \[[@R28]\]. Importantly, most of the approximately 14,000 genes of *Drosophila* are conserved in vertebrates, and more than 75% of candidate human disease genes have *Drosophila*orthologs \[[@R29],[@R30]\]. This genetic similarity is coupled with extensive conservation of cellular pathways and mechanisms of regulation, conservation that can extend to parallel physiological defects when such pathways are altered by mutation or environmental toxins. Of particular interest in the context of neurological disorders is that the regulation of nervous system development and neurotransmitter systems controlling behavioral traits such as movement are conserved in *Drosophila*and can be easily and rapidly assayed. Despite extensive conservation in cellular and physiological mechanisms, the neural circuitry in the fruit fly is highly simplified, though far more complex than in *C. elegans.*For example, the adult *Drosophila*brain has about 200 dopaminergic neurons, as compared to eight in the worm, but they are arranged in stereotypical clusters that vary little in the number of neurons per cluster. This arrangement is advantageous in that early effects on neuronal morphology and synaptic development, as well as neuron loss are readily assessed in a whole nervous system context that includes a wide array of neuron and glial cell types. While neurochemical and biochemical analyses remain challenging in *C. elegans,*they are readily conducted in *Drosophila* \[[@R31]-[@R35]\]. These features have led to extensive application of the *Drosophila*model in human disease research. Its small size, however, means that it is far more difficult to directly monitor function in subregions of the CNS or to quantify synaptic release than in mammalian or cell culture models. Moreover, the lack of transparency, an attractive feature of *C. elegans,* means that analysis of the *Drosophila*CNS is more laborious than investigation of neuronal morphology and circuitry in the nematode. Despite the additional difficulty of tracing neural circuitry in the more complex *Drosophila*nervous system, an exciting development that promises to alleviate barriers to such studies is the creation of methods based on the mouse Brainbow strategy wherein recombinase-based fluorescence labeling of neuron subclasses can be used to distinguish and subdivide expression patterns \[[@R36],[@R37]\].

The challenge of conducting brain region-specific analyses in this small organism has been greatly ameliorated through the application of the powerful GAL4/UAS system for targeted transgene expression \[[@R38],[@R39]\]. GAL4 is a yeast transcription factor that activates the transcription of galactose-inducible genes in *Saccharomyces cerivisae*. The target sequences to which this transcription factor binds are termed [U]{.ul}pstream [A]{.ul}ctivating [S]{.ul}equences (UAS). Neither the gene encoding GAL4 nor the UAS elements are present normally in *Drosophila.* In this two-part system, one transgenic line is constructed in which the sequence to be expressed is under control of the UAS target. Expression, however, is typically quiescent until flies from this strain are mated to those of a second transgenic line in which GAL4 expression is controlled by a promoter element that is chosen to target a specific tissue type or one in which expression can be induced (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Moreover, this system, when combined with expression of a temperature-sensitive version of *GAL80*, which is a *GAL4* repressor, allows for temporally-controlled induction of transgene expression.\` This system has been employed extensively in several ways in movement disorder research. These include targeting expression of reporter genes, generally GFP, wild type or mutant *Drosophila*genes, or human disease genes. More recently, other binary and inducible expression systems have joined the arsenal of expression systems, bringing with them capabilities of manipulating the expression of multiple genes simultaneously and of individual genes with temporal and spatial precision \[[@R40]\].

While rapid and powerful large-scale RNAi screens are routine in *C. elegans*research*,*the more recent development of genome-wide *Drosophila*RNAi transgene libraries that utilize the binary expression strategy can now facilitate systems biology analyses of interacting gene networks \[[@R41],[@R42]\]. These tools have been particularly useful when expression occurs in the background of a mutation in a candidate disease gene such that, as in *C. elegans*, screens for enhancers or suppressors of a disease phenotype can be employed to detect previously unknown genetic contributors to disease mechanisms or to corroborate roles of candidate genes. In addition, toxins that trigger disease phenotypes can be administered simply by ingestion of the agent; direct brain lesioning is unnecessary. Similarly, potentially therapeutic molecules can be screened rapidly and inexpensively through ingestion. Examples of these applications are illustrated below in descriptions of *Drosophila*disease models.

INVERTEBRATE DYSTONIA RESEARCH
==============================

The genomes of *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* contain homologs of three monogenic dystonias: DYT1, DYT5, and DYT12 (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Using the invertebrate model systems, a cellular understanding of the associated gene products has been accelerated, as described below.

A. DYT1: Early-onset Torsion Dystonia
-------------------------------------

Early-onset torsion dystonia (EOTD) is a rare neurological disorder characterized by sustained muscle contractions and abnormal posture. It is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner with onset beginning early in life \[[@R43]\]. Interestingly, this disease occurs with only 30-40% penetrance \[[@R44]-[@R46]\]. The primary alteration associated with EOTD, as found in most genetic cases, is a single glutamic acid deletion (ΔE) at position 302/303 in the C-terminus of a protein termed torsinA, occurring in only one allele of the *DYT1* gene (Fig. **[2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) \[[@R47]\].

Other very rare mutations have been identified in patients with EOTD, including an 18bp deletion in the C-terminus that does not appear to change torsinA localization and a codon change from arginine at position 288 to glutamine. Another individual was found to have a 4 base-pair deletion in *DYT1*, starting at position 312 of torsinA, although they appeared healthy and were not neurologically examined \[[@R48]-[@R50]\]. Yet another novel mutation in the conserved ATPase domain of torsinA (F205I) was identified in an individual with late-onset, focal dystonia; this is suggestive of a possible genetic link between inherited generalized and more common focal forms of dystonia \[[@R51]\]. Significantly, a polymorphism in torsinA at position 216, which changes an aspartic acid to a histidine, has been found at a higher frequency in healthy individuals who also harbor the (ΔE) mutation in the *trans* chromosomal configuration \[[@R52]-[@R54]\] (Fig. **[2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). This SNP has been suggested to result in a restoration of function from the (ΔE) mutation which is supported by a recent study that demonstrates a rescue of chaperone function *in vivo* when the D216H mutation was expressed in *trans* with (ΔE) torsinA but not in *cis* \[[@R55]\].

TorsinA is a member of the large and diverse AAA+ (ATPases Associated with Cellular Activity) family whose members have been found to participate in a variety of cellular mechanisms and pathways. These proteins all share the common AAA+ domain that is involved in ATP binding and hydrolysis, linking the energy of ATP to the mechanical work of the protein \[[@R47],[@R56]-[@R59]\]. Unlike any other AAA+ proteins, however, the subcellular location of all characterized torsin homologs is the lumen of the ER \[[@R60]-[@R63]\].

Similar to other AAA+ proteins, torsinA exists in a hexameric form held together by hydrophobic interactions \[[@R64]\]. The torsin family is comprised of four torsin genes in mammals consisting of torsinA, torsinB, torsin2, and torsin3, with several orthologs found in metazoans including zebrafish, *C. elegans* and *D. melanogaster* \[[@R65]-[@R67]\]. Sequence alignment revealed that all four mammalian torsin proteins contain an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) signal sequence and AAA+ domain and are localized to the ER lumen and nuclear envelope (NE) \[[@R67]\]. Although torsinB may be functionally similar, only torsinA exhibits high expression in neurons throughout the mammalian brain with subcellular localization extending from the ER and NE, to the cytoplasm and neuronal processes; this is suggestive of a neuronal specificity for torsinA expression that corresponds with its significance in EOTD \[[@R67]-[@R69]\].

The absence of the dystonia-associated glutamic acid (ΔE302) residue in torsinA results in the formation of aberrant membranous inclusions and redistribution of the protein to the nuclear envelope (NE) in neurons \[[@R70]-[@R72]\], thereby resulting in a net loss of native torsinA function at the ER. Human fibroblasts from *DYT1* patients also display a deficit for the processing of proteins through the secretory pathway \[[@R63]\]. Recent studies have implicated interactions between torsinA and cytoskeletal proteins termed nesprins that mediate connections between the NE and cytoskeleton \[[@R73]\].

### i. Application of C. elegans to DYT1 Dystonia Research

Initial studies in *C. elegans* on torsin-related proteins were focused on an embryonically expressed, ER-localized ortholog, termed OOC-5 (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). OOC-5 encodes a protein with 357 or 351 amino acids (dependent on alternative splicing). This protein has similar domain organization with human torsins and shares 40% sequence similarity \[[@R60]\]. Highlighting this similarity, OOC-5 is also a member of the AAA+ family \[[@R60],[@R74],[@R75]\] and studies of this protein might provide information regarding the activity of human torsinA. In this regard, the germline of *C. elegans* *ooc-5* mutants display an abnormal morphological appearance and produce smaller oocytes. The resulting fertilized embryos are also smaller (\~60%-70% of the normal size) when compared to wild-type embryos. Notably, these embryos have defective cell polarization in which PAR proteins do not localize correctly, and the polarity defects are associated with changes in spindle orientation \[[@R60],[@R76]\]. PAR proteins are part of the conserved metazoan machinery utilized for polarizing cells \[[@R76]\]. Evidence from *in vitro* biochemical studies and transgenic nematodes expressing variants of OOC-5 revealed that redox changes associated with intrinsic disulfide bond formation appear to affect the binding of ATP and ADP and that mutants exhibit a low embryo hatch rate compared with control animals \[[@R77]\]. Specifically, two cysteine residues in the C-terminus were found to be critical for the function of OOC-5, which provides a possible explanation for the loss of torsinA function in DYT1 dystonia. It is therefore intriguing to speculate that the deletion of a single glutamate in the C-terminus of torsinA (ΔE) may alter the normal configuration of the protein, affect the formation of critical disulfide bonds in the C-terminus of torsinA, and thus ultimately affecting the normal function of this protein.

Native expression of the *C. elegans* torsinA ortholog TOR-2 (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) is limited to just a few cells of the hermaphrodite. These cells are the vulva muscle cells, a single cholinergic pharyngeal neuron (M1), two sensory neurons in the anterior region of the head (AW class), two interneurons of the head (AVE), and a few posterior neurons, including the pair of PVW neurons \[[@R78]\]. Additional studies with TOR-2 and human torsinA have demonstrated that they possess chaperone activity that is similar to that previously reported for other molecular chaperones. In this regard, overexpression of *C. elegans* TOR-2 or human torsinA can reduce protein aggregation resulting from polyglutamine repeats (Fig. **[3A-C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) or α-synuclein *in vivo* \[[@R65],[@R79],[@R80]\]. Overexpression of human torsinA in H4 neuroglioma cells expressing α-synuclein also display significantly reduced protein aggregation \[[@R81]\]. Studies examining the *in vivo* chaperone activity of TOR-2 (Δ), the *C. elegans* mutant positionally equivalent to torsinA (ΔE), revealed that this mutation, as well as human torsinA (ΔE), no longer ameliorate polyglutamine aggregation (Fig. **[3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**) \[[@R65],[@R80]\]. In a *C. elegans* model of DA neuron degeneration induced by a-synuclein, degeneration can be abrogated by overexpression of human torsinA or *C. elegans* TOR-2 but not torsinA (ΔE) \[[@R78]\].

*In vitro* biochemical evidence, obtained using bacterially expressed and purified human torsinA fusion proteins, has demonstrated that both wild type (WT) torsinA and mutant torsinA (ΔE) are capable of suppressing heat-induced aggregation of non-native misfolded proteins \[[@R82]\]. This suggests that both forms of torsinA retain chaperone activity and that the (ΔE) mutation does not result in a complete loss-of-function protein. While the maintenance of torsinA (ΔE) activity *in vitro* is in direct contrast to the loss of activity of torsinA (ΔE) observed *in vivo*, at least in terms of chaperone function, this may be a result of mislocalization of the mutant form to the NE, premature degradation, or possible entrapment to a substrate, rendering it unable to function or associate with other proteins. In combination with the previous studies, torsin homologs might have a role in the cellular management of protein misfolding. However, EOTD has not been characterized as a protein aggregation disease. The absence of neurodegeneration in dystonia suggests that more subtle causes of cellular dysfunction underlie the disease state. Moreover, the fact that only 30-40% of *DYT1* carriers display symptoms is further indication that disease penetrance is potentially an outcome of unknown environmental influences and/or cellular processes that are more stochastic in nature \[[@R83]\]. Taken together, functional studies in *C. elegans* imply a cellular role for torsinA as a redox-regulated protein with chaperone-like activity. These data correlate with a hypothesis whereby dystonia is a manifestation of a failure in a torsinA-mediated mechanism that would normally function to maintain homeostatic conditions of protein function in neurons.

In this regard, the impact of human torsinA variants on ER homeostasis and the unfolded protein response (UPR) was examined using transgenic nematodes \[[@R55]\]. WT torsinA-expressing worms attenuated ER stress induced by tunicamycin, however, worms expressing torsinA (ΔE) displayed an enhanced ER stress response (Fig. **[4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). Furthermore, transgenic nematodes expressing both WT/ΔE demonstrated an ER stress response equivalent to ΔE alone, reflecting a dominant negative loss-of-function effect. Mouse embryonic fibroblasts devoid of torsinA (-/-) also showed enhanced ER stress \[[@R55]\]. Additional studies using transgenic nematodes expressing N-terminal torsinA truncations, revealed that only isoforms of torsinA predicted to localize within the ER demonstrated reduction in ER stress response. Human torsinA also associates with the ER-associated degradation (ERAD) pathway components Derlin-1, VIMP, and p97 \[[@R84]\]. Studies from mammalian cell lines demonstrated that torsinA is involved in the retrotranslocation and proteasomal degradation of improperly folded mutant cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein (CFTR ΔF508). Complementary studies in *C. elegans* demonstrated that ER stress associated with overexpression of CFTR ΔF508 was alleviated with overexpression of human torsinA \[[@R84]\]. Likewise, *DYT1* patient cells were more sensitive to ER stress and could not degrade CFTR ΔF508 are readily as control cells. While the example of CFTR is not directly relevant to dystonia, it is representative of normal torsinA function in maintaining the homeostatic balance at the ER. Therefore, it theoretically follows that neuron-specific membrane proteins (i.e. receptors, transporters) may be subject to the same torsinA-regulated mechanism, a process that is deficient in mutant torsinA-containing cells that contributes to the development or penetrance of EOTD.

*C. elegans* transgenic lines overexpressing human torsinA have also been used to investigate genetic modifiers of EOTD. Transgenic *C. elegans* that recapitulated a "protective" polymorphism identified in torsinA (D216H) were analyzed for changes in ER stress response \[[@R55]\]. As previously mentioned, human genetic analyses uncovered that torsinA (D216H), when carried in *trans*to the torsinA (ΔE) allele was "protective"; torsinA (D216H) was found at a higher frequency in non-manifesting DYT1 carriers and decreased in affected *DYT1* dystonia patients (Fig. **[2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) \[[@R53]\]. Transgenic worms overexpressing both torsinA (D216H) and torsinA (ΔE) exhibited an ER stress response that was equivalent to WT human torsinA while D216H alone or torsinA (ΔE) alone demonstrated a significantly increased ER stress response \[[@R55]\]. Therefore, these *C. elegans* assays provided a functional readout that reflected genetically relevant disease-modifying effects of dystonia-related mutations, illuminating a potential mechanism accounting for the reduced penetrance observed in EOTD.

Chemical modifiers of *DYT1* dystonia have also been investigated using transgenic lines of *C. elegans* overexpressing human torsinA. Using torsinA chaperone-like activity readouts in *C. elegans*, small molecules that selectively modulated the function of WT or mutant torsinA (ΔE) were identified \[[@R80]\]. Further analyses with one identified molecule, ampicillin, was performed in mammalian models. Strikingly, behavioral abnormalities in a *DYT1* knock-in mouse model were reversed following administration of ampicillin. Moreover, addition of this compound to human *DYT1* dystonia patient fibroblasts restored defective protein processing \[[@R80]\]. Ampicillin therefore selectively modifies torsinA activity in multiple models and represents a significant molecular lead toward novel treatment alternatives, even if antibiotics are not ideal for chronic dosing for dystonia. This study also demonstrates the expeditious and cost-effective nature of *C. elegans* as a predictive model in the translational path.

### ii. Drosophila *Models of DYT1 Dystonia*

As in the *C. elegans*studies described above, an informative strategy for deciphering underlying mechanisms in DYT1 dystonia has been to utilize transgenic systems to express wild type and mutant forms of human torsin A in the *Drosophila*nervous system. In two such studies, the torsinA (ΔE) and torsinA (ΔF323-ΔY328) \[torsinA (ΔFY)\] mutant proteins as well as wild type torsinA were expressed pan-neuronally in larvae and adults, in dopaminergic and serotinergic neurons, and in presynaptic and post-synaptic neuromuscular junctions in the larval body wall using a variety of GAL4 drivers \[[@R85],[@R86]\]. The wild type and torsinA (ΔFY) mutant proteins exhibited diffuse cytoplasmic distribution, while the torsinA (ΔE) mutant protein aggregated around the NE and plasma membrane in a pattern reminiscent of the distribution in human cells. Though none of these proteins elicited locomotor abnormalities under standard culture conditions, exposure to a 38°C environment (standard culture conditions are 22-25°C) revealed the rapid onset of latent movement disorders, including convulsive leg and wing movements, when the mutant, but not wild type, forms of torsinA were expressed. This observation may be in line with second-hit genetic or environmental models \[[@R83]\] for explaining the variable penetrance of the mutant gene in humans. Abnormalities in the structure of NMJ synaptic bouton structures also were discovered when either of the two human mutant genes, but not the wild type gene, were expressed, along with apparent effects on Fascilin II, which functions in the maintenance of the synapse. In addition, interactions with the TGFβ signaling components were detected, suggesting that this avenue of investigation will be useful in identifying other genetic interactions contributing to the disorder. It should be noted that the synaptic structure abnormalities were triggered by the torsinA (ΔFY) mutant protein, as well as the torsinA (ΔE) protein, despite the apparently normal distribution of the torsinA (ΔFY) protein, indicating that this system can be a sensitive indicator of more subtle features of the disorder and that the movement abnormalities can be separated from the presence of torsin aggregates in this system

Other avenues of investigation have focused on the single *Drosophila*ortholog of human torsinA*,,* dtorsin (also known as torp4a). The *torsin/torp4a*gene in *Drosophila*encodes a product that is 34% identical to torsinA and of similar size (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Initially, in the absence of mutant alleles of this gene, RNAi knockdown and over-expression of the wild type gene were used to assess the cellular functions of this torsin ortholog \[[@R87]\]. Expression was targeted to the *Drosophila*retina with the eye-specific GAL4 driver, *gmr-Gal4*. Despite the absence of detectable neurodegeneration in torsion dystonia patients, targeted dtorsin RNAi expression, in combination with a chromosomal deficiency that includes a deletion of the *dtorsin* gene led to retinal degeneration. Degeneration was accompanied by abnormal morphology of the pigment granules of the eye, which are lysosomal-related membrane-bound organelles. Interestingly, over-expression of wild type dtorsin in the eye protected against age-dependent retinal deterioration, potentially in line with proposed chaperone functions for torsinA, but also caused abnormalities in pigment granule organization. A screen for genes that enhanced the eye phenotype resulting from *dtorsin* overexpression made use of a series of chromosomal deletions that together span over 85% of the *Drosophila*genome. Subsequent testing of candidate genes lying within interacting segments detected homologs encoding proteins involved in cargo transport from Golgi to lysosomes. Others were predicted to interact with cytoskeletal components or oxidative stress scavenging pathways. Thus, the enhancers of torsin-related phenotypes identified in this screen provide evidence of cellular mechanisms shared with human torsinA. Interestingly, this screen also identified *Punch*(the fly homolog of human DYT5, encoding GTP cyclohydrolase I) as an enhancer of the torsin eye phenotype. This observation becomes more significant in the context of a recent study in which the effects of the knock-out of *dtorsin* *via*homologous recombination were investigated \[[@R88]\].

Utilizing a method known as "ends-out" gene targeting \[[@R89],[@R90]\], most of the coding sequence of the *dtorsin* gene was eliminated. The *torsin/torp4a* gene is located on the X-chromosome in *Drosophila.*Males lacking the *torsin* gene on their single X-chromosome survived to adulthood only rarely, and the few adult survivors were sterile (which made the generation of homozygous females impossible). Mutant males exhibited striking motor deficits and reduced pigmentation, while heterozygous females displayed no overt locomotion or pigmentation abnormalities. Because the mobility and pigmentation phenotypes were reminiscent of those displayed by DA-deficient mutants, further studies focused on exploring effects on dopaminergic pathways. Pan-neuronal or dopaminergic neuron, but not muscle-specific, expression of wild type *dtorsin* rescued the larval locomotion phenotype, as did ingestion of DA by mutant larvae. In contrast, ingestion of serotonin or octopamine, the functional equivalent of norepinephrine in *Drosophila*and other arthropods, had no effect on these phenotypes.

The observation that loss of *dtorsin*impacts dopaminergic function, coupled with the prior detection of interactions of this *dtorsin* with GTP cyclohydrolase, suggest an interesting linkage between the *Drosophila* homologs of DYT1 and DYT5. Similarly, numerous observations link mammalian torsinA function with DA regulation and signaling \[[@R91]\]. For example, transgenic mice expressing the human torsinA (ΔE) mutant form of torsinA pan-neuronally or specifically in midbrain dopaminergic neurons displayed defects in DA release \[[@R92],[@R93]\], while another transgenic mouse study revealed an increased in DA turnover in the striatum of mice expressing human torsinA (ΔE) \[[@R94]\].

Therefore, this investigation then turned to identifying components of the DA homeostatic network in *Drosophila* that might interact with torsinA, providing clues to the normal cellular roles of this protein in dopaminergic cells. Fig. (**[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**) illustrates components of this network that could affect DA-dependent functions. Further analysis revealed that dopaminergic neurons were present in mutant brains and expressed tyrosine hydroxylase, the first and rate-limiting enzyme in dopamine biosynthesis. Thus, unlike RNAi knock-down of dtorsin in the fly eye \[[@R87]\], neural degeneration in torsin-deficient CNS was not evident. Nevertheless, DA pools in hemizygous males and heterozygous females were strongly reduced, which could be due to diminished synthesis of, or increased turnover of, this catecholamine. Although levels of the DA metabolite, 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), which can be employed as an indicator of DA turnover, were not elevated, DOPAC:DA ratios were increased, as in some *DYT1* mouse models \[[@R94]\], suggesting possible trafficking abnormalities. Subsequent assays of tyrosine hydroxylase and immunoblotting of head extracts revealed no significant diminution of the synthesis or activity of this enzyme when supplied with substrate and its cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin (BH~4~) in *in vivo*assays. In contrast, the*dtorsin* mutants had severely depressed GTP cyclohydrolase activities and protein levels. This enzyme catalyzes the first and rate-limiting step in BH~4~ synthesis and is encoded by the gene *Punch* in *Drosophila*(Fig. **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Thus, these results support the earlier identification of *Punch*, as a d*torsin*-interacting gene \[[@R87]\]. Subsequent interaction experiments demonstrated that *torsin^-/+^; ple^-/+^* mutants, doubly heterozygous for dtorsin and tyrosine hydroxylase, respectively, displayed a mildly enhanced locomotion phenotype, while heterozygous *Punch*mutations strongly enhanced mobility deficits in combination with the heterozygous *torsin*knock-out mutation. Thus, torsin acts as a positive regulator of GTP cyclohydrolase (DYT5a) in *Drosophila.*While studies currently in progress are aimed at identifying the underlying molecular mechanism of this interaction, these results provide evidence of a normal cellular function for the torsin protein, as well as an intriguing functional connection between the genes associated with DYT1 and DYT5 dystonias. Studies are in progress to determine whether human torsinA interacts in a comparable manner with GTP cyclohydrolase and the DA homeostatic machinery.

B. DYT5: DOPA-responsive Dystonia
---------------------------------

DOPA-responsive dystonia (DRD), is a lower limb dystonia that exhibits diurnal fluctuation \[[@R95]\]. As the name of this disorder suggests, dystonic symptoms are alleviated by L-DOPA, the precursor of DA. In 1994, this dystonia was reported to be associated with dominantly inherited mutations in the gene encoding GTP cyclohydrolase I (*GCH*-*I*) \[[@R96]\], resulting in diminished availability of the BH~4~ cofactor, which is essential for catecholamine synthesis. Since this initial report, recessively inherited mutations in other genes in the cofactor pathway, as well as mutations in the gene encoding tyrosine hydroxylase also have been detected in some DRD families \[[@R97],[@R98]\]. Currently, the dominant *GCHI* form of dystonia is designated DYT5a, while recessive *TH*mutant forms comprise DYT5b.

GCH-I is highly conserved in *Drosophila*, with catalytic domain sequences approaching 80% similarity and 70% identity (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Dominant and recessive alleles of the *Drosophila GCH-1*gene, *Punch,*have been generated \[[@R99],[@R100]\], and both endogenous and recombinant *Drosophila*GCH-1 (dGCH) have been purified and characterized kinetically \[[@R32],[@R101]\]. The kinetic and structural features of the *Drosophila*GCH-I closely parallel those of mammalian forms. Moreover, as in DRD, heterozygous *dGCH-I/Punch* mutants exhibit reduced levels of both the cofactor and DA in the CNS \[[@R31],[@R33]\]. Phosphorylation-dependent regulatory mechanisms have been described for dGCH \[[@R32]\], and of particular potential importance for modeling DRD, it has been shown that dGCH and tyrosine hydroxylase directly interact in a mutual regulatory mechanism that efficiently determines DA output \[[@R34]\]. In addition further regulatory interactions between *Drosophila* GCH-I and other proteins involved in DA homeostasis have been detected, suggesting additional levels of protein interaction complexity are likely in DRD \[[@R35]\]. Interestingly, it has been reported that a mouse model in which the gene encoding the second enzyme in BH~4~ synthesis (6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase), was knocked-out, resulting in BH~4~ deficiency, displayed reduced tyrosine hydroxylase levels at nerve termini \[[@R102]\]. These observations emphasize the mechanistic links that are conserved between humans and *Drosophila.*These studies set the stage for further studies of interacting genes that modify dystonic symptoms.

C. DYT12: Rapid-onset Dystonia-parkinsonism
-------------------------------------------

Rapid-onset dystonia parkinsonism is a rare, autosomal dominant movement disorder. The symptoms, include both dystonic and parkinsonian features, with or without rigidity. There is a rapid progression (hours to weeks), but a maximum manifestation is reached very quickly. The gene product associated with DYT12 is the highly conserved alpha subunit of Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase. It is a plasma membrane-localized sodium pump responsible for maintaining ionic gradients across cell membranes. The Na^+^/K^+^ ATPase pump is ubiquitously expressed in all animal cells \[[@R103]\] and is composed of alpha and beta subunits in invertebrate organisms, including *C. elegans* and *Drosophila*; vertebrates are predicted to contain an additional gamma subunit \[[@R104]\]. The alpha subunit is a catalytic subunit composed of ten transmembrane domains as well as an ATP-binding domain. The beta subunit is hypothesized to regulate processes such as the transport to, and insertion into, the membrane \[[@R105]\]. The loss of proper function of specific alpha subunits of Na^+^/K^+^ ATPase can result in two different human neurological diseases, familial hemiplegic migraine and DYT12 dystonia \[[@R106]\]. While the mechanism underlying these disorders remains undefined, studies in *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* have begun to provide clues to Na^+^/K^+^ ATPase function.

### i. *Studies of the Na^+^/K^+^ ATPase α3 Subunit in* C. elegans

The *C. elegans* Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase α subunit, EAT-6 (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**), was originally identified in a genetic screen for pharyngeal pumping (feeding) defects \[[@R107]\]. Mutations altering pharyngeal function are easily detected because the pharynx is responsible for ingesting food and ultimately, when it malfunctions, a starved phenotype results. Mutations in *eat-6* influence pharyngeal function, causing deficiencies in pharyngeal contraction and relaxation \[[@R107]\]. Further analysis revealed that human genomic sequences of the Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase were capable of rescuing *eat-6* mutant phenotypes. Alterations to pharyngeal function caused by *eat-6* mutations are hypothesized to be a direct result of reduced Na^+^/K^+^ pump function in muscle cells. In addition to the pharynx,*C. elegans* EAT-6 is expressed in body-wall and vulval muscles, and at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) along the ventral cord \[[@R108]\].

A role for the Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase in synaptic regulation has also been revealed using mutant analyses \[[@R108]\]. In this regard, the localization and expression of nictotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAchRs) at the neuromuscular junction was altered in *C. elegans eat-6* mutants. The effects were allele specific; for example, a mutation within the large intracellular loop caused hypersensitivity to receptor agonists, while a mutation within the fifth transmembrane domain had no effect following exposure to synaptic receptor agonists. Furthermore, some alleles of *eat-6* alter the expression of nAchRs at postsynaptic NMJs and increase the formation of extrasynaptic nicotine-sensitive receptors in the NMJ \[[@R108]\]. Notably, based on the post-synaptic expression pattern of the Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase subunits, as well as nAchRs, it is possible that EAT-6 may function as a scaffold protein for specific membrane-localized receptors. This interaction is not, however, directly associated with nAchR receptor subunits, as yeast-two hybrid studies failed to detect a direct interaction with EAT-6 \[[@R108]\]. At this time, the mechanism by which this protein controls the expression of nAchRs remains unknown. Additional studies have found that *eat-6* reduction *via*RNAi or EAT-6 overexpression caused hypersensitivity to the acetylcholinersterase inhibitor, aldicarb \[[@R109]\]. This suggests increased acetylcholine transmission with both reduced and enhanced levels of EAT-6. Furthermore, it was found that *eat-6* mutants are resistant to serotonin treatment, suggesting that EAT-6 is involved in the inhibitory modulation of acetylcholine by serotonin \[[@R109]\]. These studies indicate that the *C. elegans* homolog of the Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase pump contributes to cellular dynamics at NMJs. Given the neuromuscular nature of dystonia, *C. elegans* *eat-6* models will most likely continue to reveal insights into the molecular nature of *DYT12* dystonia.

### ii. *Studies of the Na^+^/K^+^ ATPase α3 Subunit in* Drosophila

The *Drosophila* model has also been effectively utilized to study Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase activity *in vivo*. The *Drosophila* homolog of Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase is *ATPalpha* (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Mutations in *ATPalpha* cause deficiencies in locomotion, longevity, neurological dysfunction and neuronal degeneration \[[@R106]\]. An interesting aspect of *DYT12* in humans is the rapid onset of this disease following physical stress in patients. Notably, this stress-induced pathological feature is well recapitulated in *Drosophila* mutants where progressive locomotory impairment has been observed in *ATPalpha* mutant heterozygotes \[[@R106],[@R110]\]. Following mechanical stress, recovery is immediate in wild type controls, but *ATPalpha* mutants experience a delay, whereby temporarily paralysis is observed. This locomotory defect is progressive, with older animals displaying more paralysis \[[@R106]\]. While some *Drosophila* ATPalpha mutants show this phenotype following mechanical stress, others display temperature-dependent paralysis and reduced longevity \[[@R111]\]. A subset of ATPalpha missense mutants also exhibit vacuolar neuromuscular pathology changes throughout the brain \[[@R106],[@R111]\]. Two additional *ATPalpha* dominant temperature-sensitive (TS) paralytic mutations result in severe neurodegeneration. Young adult flies that express these TS mutant alleles display neuronal hyperexcitability before obvious neurodegeneration is detectable \[[@R111]\]. With these phenotypes, the *Drosophila* model has emerged as an excellent system for further examination of the neuronal defects resulting from Na^+^/ K^+^ ATPase mutations.

SUMMARY
=======

Here we have outlined distinct facets of *C. elegans* and *Drosophila* models that have provided significant insights into how specific disease-related proteins contribute to the dysfunction associated with dystonia. Beyond this, the technological advances pioneered through model organism research, such as GFP, transgenic overexpression analyses, the Gal-4/UAS system, genetic screening, phenotype analysis, and drug screening have exponentially advanced our capacity to unravel mechanisms and define therapeutic targets for dystonia. However, this chapter only scratches the surface of the many contributions specific invertebrate models have made toward the investigation of dystonia. In the ongoing battle to combat movement disorders, the arsenal of animal models brought to bear in this fight has been steadily growing. While mouse models remain unequivocally central to dystonia research, zebrafish models of Parkinson's disease, displaying spontaneous motor behaviors, have emerged \[[@R112]\]. The advantages of this genetically tractable vertebrate system are many, especially as applied to the investigation of neurodevelopmental aspects of movement disorders. Notably, the utility of zebrafish models is highlighted by their use in the identification of small molecule suppressors of polyglutamine toxicity \[[@R113],[@R114]\].

Finally, we would be remiss in not noting that continued use of cellular models, from yeast to mammalian cultures, remain vital in terms of gene and drug discovery, high-throughput screening, and target validation studies. The combined application and integration of animal and cellular models serves to confirm findings and accelerate the translational process of bringing new discoveries closer to the clinic.
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![**The Gal4-UAS binary targeted gene expression system**. The system consists of a transgenic line in which coding sequence for the yeast transcription factor, GAL4, is under the control of a promoter or enhancer of interest and a second transgenic line in which the GAL4 target, [U]{.ul}pstream [A]{.ul}ctivating Sequence, controls transcription of a disease-related gene. When adults from the two strains are mated, the expression of the disease-related protein or RNAi is specifically targeted in the F~1~ progeny.](CN-11-16_F1){#F1}

![**Structural features of torsinA**. (**A**) TorsinA contains an ER signal sequence (SS) followed by the hydrophobic domain (HD), which is thought to localize torsinA to the ER. The AAA+ domain follows next with the Walker A motif (A), which binds ATP, and the Walker B motif (B) necessary for the hydrolysis of ATP. Two glycosylation sites (N143 and N158) are located between the Walker A and B motifs. Sensor I (S1) and Sensor II (S2) motifs are needed for sensing and hydrolyzing ATP as well. The torsinA (ΔE) deletion associated with most cases of EOTD is in the C-terminus. (**B**) Human genetic studies have determined that individuals with a D216H mutation in torsinA in trans with the (ΔE) mutation are far less likely to develop dystonia, whereby only 1.7% of EOTD patients will have this arrangement. In contrast, two copies of the D216 allele are not protective, as 98% of EOTD patients have this configuration.](CN-11-16_F2){#F2}

![**Effects of *C. elegans* wild type or mutant TOR-2 on protein aggregation**. *In vivo* imaging of live transgenic worms demonstrates that strains of *C. elegans* containing integrated polyglutamine::GFP fusions of varying length exhibit soluble (**A**, **C**) or aggregated protein (**B**, **D**) in body wall muscle cells. (**A**) *C. elegans* expressing 19 glutamines fused to GFP (Q19::GFP) display soluble protein. (**B**) A worm expressing 82 glutamines fused to GFP have aggregated protein (Q82::GFP). (**C**) When worms co-express TOR-2 + Q82::GFP, the presence of wildtype TOR-2 reduces protein aggregation. (**D**) Conversely, Q82::GFP + TOR-2 (Δ368) worms do not display reduced levels of protein aggregation.](CN-11-16_F3){#F3}

![***C. elegans* ER stress response levels are mediated by the presence of torsinA.** (**A**-**C**) Transgenic nematodes carrying the ER stress reporter hsp-4::GFP were treated with tunicamycin (5 µg/ml; 5 hours) and then the amount of ER stress was measured in a 100 x 100 µm region just below the pharynx of all animals, as indicated in the white boxes. This is region consistently exhibits the highest levels of fluorescence intensity within the nematodes. (**A**) Worms expressing the ER stress response reporter hsp-4::GFP alone display easily observable fluorescence levels (that is, a high level of ER stress). (**B**) When human torsinA is co-expressed, the amount of fluorescence is greatly reduced (that is, much lower stress). (**C**) Mutant torsinA (ΔE) is not able to reduce ER stress as indicated by the high level of fluorescence. Scale bar = 100 µm.](CN-11-16_F4){#F4}

![**Dopamine biosynthesis and transport**. Dopamine homeostasis requires complex and tightly coordinated biosynthesis and transport pathways in humans and in the *C. elegans* and Drosophila models. Participating proteins in worms and flies are conserved to varying extents, but all aspects of the biosynthesis and transport pathways, as well as homeostatic regulatory mechanisms are highly conserved. The synthesis of dopamine in presynaptic cells is rate-limited by two enzymes, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and GTP cyclohydrolase (GTPCH). TH converts tyrosine to L-DOPA with the assistance of regulating redox cofactor, 5,6,7,8-tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4), the synthesis of which is controlled by GTPCH. The remaining two enzymes in BH4 synthesis are 6-pyruvoyl tetrahydropterin synthase and sepiapterin reductase, while the final step in dopamine synthesis is catalyzed by aromatic amino acid decarboxylase. After synthesis, dopamine is packaged into synaptic vesicle *via* the vesicular monoamine transporter (not shown). Upon synaptic release, dopamine may interact with a post-synaptic dopamine receptor, be recycled back into the presynaptic cell *via* the dopamine transporter or may interact with the Dopamine D2 autoreceptor which triggers signaling events that result, amongst numerous responses, to the down-regulation of dopamine synthesis. Dopamine that remains in the cytosol is metabolized to dihydroxyphenyl acetate (DOPAC) by the enzyme monoamine oxidase.](CN-11-16_F5){#F5}

###### 

Invertebrate Homologs of Monogenic Forms of Dystonia with Identified Gene Products

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Dystonia Type                              Gene Product                Drosophila Homolog   E-value   *C. elegans* Homologs                   E-value
  ------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------- --------- --------------------------------------- ----------
  DYT1; early-onset torsion dystonia         torsinA                     Torsin/torp4a        3e-67     TOR-1[a](#T1F1){ref-type="table-fn"}\   1.5e-56\
                                                                                                        TOR-2\                                  6.4e-63\
                                                                                                        OOC-5                                   2.1e-57

  DYT5a; Dopa-responsive dystonia (DRD)      GTP-cyclohydrolase 1        Punch                2e-98     CAT-4                                   6.4e-70

  DYT5b; Dopa-responsive dystonia (DRD)      tyrosine hydroxylase        pale                 1e-166    CAT-2                                   2.3e-97

  DYT12; Rapid-onset dystonia-parkinsonism   Na+/K+ ATPase a 3 subunit   ATPa/Na pump\        0.0       EAT-6                                   0
                                                                         a subunit                                                              
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

possible pseudeogene; cDNA not confirmed or isolated by either academic or commercial labs.
